Mondays at
the Museum

ORANGE REGIONAL MUSEUM

(at home!)

This week’s object is a Mini Book of Australia
Below is a photograph taken by Andrew Gregory. This photograph is on display in the Museum right now with our
current exhibition A Portrait of Australia: Stories Through the Lens of Australian Geographic, and it is Orange Regional
Museum’s temporary exhibition where we can learn about different people and places in Australia.
Andrew Gregory is a photojournalist and he was asked to take this photograph for a story on the Cape to Cape Track,
which is a coastal walk in Western Australia. In this photograph, he shows part of the Cape to Cape Track, which covers
135 kilometres from Cape Naturaliste to Cape Leeuwin. Surfers like Michael Harvey (pictured), as well as fishermen,
cavers, climbers and walkers, use the track to access the state’s wild south-west coast.

Image Credit: Cape of contrast. Cape to Cape track, WA. Photo by Andrew Gregory
A Portrait of Australia: Stories Through the lens of Australian Geographic is a travelling exhibition from the National
Museum of Australia developed in collaboration with Australian Geographic.
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This week we are going to make our own mini book of
Australia.
What you’ll need:

Substitute

Match box

Card, cardboard or small boxes.

5cm wide strips of A4 white paper
Scissors
Glue stick
Markers, pens, pencils
White paint

Any colour paint

White or coloured card

Back of an old business card

Instructions

1

Paint a match box white and put it
aside to dry.

4

Cut out a piece of card the same
size as the front of the matchbox
and draw a cover for your book.
You might want to include the word
‘Australia’.

2

Measure every 3cm on the strip of
paper and then fold the paper into an
accordion shape. Cut off the last bit
of paper if it is shorter than the other
folds.

5

Glue the last blank page down into
the bottom of the match box and
glue your cover onto the front of the
match box.

3

Think about all the things that make
Australia special. Draw a picture on
each page that shows a different
part of Australia. Leave the last page
blank.

6

Show your portrait of Australia
book to your friends and family
and describe what it is like to live in
Australia.
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Extra Time:
1. T
 hink a bit more about what makes Australia special and different from other countries. Can you create a list of all
these things?
2. Use the same mini book making process to make a mini book about your hometown or village. What pictures can you
draw that would describe your hometown?
3. You could create a photographic version of this book, by taking photos on a phone and then printing them the size of
a matchbox. Then you can create a photographic portrait of a place you love.
4. V
 isit Orange Regional Museum to see our exhibition A Portrait of Australia. What parts of Australia have these
photographers photographed?
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